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This Issue’s Cover Picture 
Rob Taviner digging at Thrupe Swallet. The first part of Richard Witcombe’s 

article on this promising dig appears in this issue. The Photo was taken on 

23/2/03 by Tony  Audsley. 

As you will see elsewhere in this 
Journal our Hut Warden, Pauline 
Grosart, has rediscovered the 
attractions of caving. 
This must be true as she has 
acquired a nice new over suit! 
 
The photo on the right was taken 
by Keith Fielder after a trip in 
Kingsdale Valley Entrance. On the 
left is Roz Fielder and on the right, 

Liam Fielder. 
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Spirit of the Dead 

Cave Exploration in the Calaven de la Seoubio, Herault, France. By Michael Thomas 
 

At the end of the Summer 2002 Wessex Herault caving trip, divers Michael Thomas and Phill Short 
turned their attentions to the Calaven de la Seoubio, after limited success in the Exsurgence de la 
Follatiere and a trip of epic proportions in the Abime du Mas Raynal, that resulted in the first repeat 
trip in the downstream cave beyond the sumps. 
In French caving terms the Calaven de la Seoubio is a fairly insignificant little cave, it has a nice 
30-meter entrance pitch that appears to be used for local SRT practise. The large entrance 
chamber quickly leads to both upstream and downstream sumps. The Downstream sump is 18 
meters long and 2 meters deep and was last investigated by R.Murgatroyd (CDG) in 1998. The 
upstream sumps are more extensive, there being four sumps with a total of 310 meters of diving at 
a maximum depth of 18 meters. Local cave diver Frank Vasseur reached the end of Sump 4 
upstream in 1993 after passing a committing bedrock squeeze soon after entering sump 4. The 
exploration of the cave was then left alone for several years. 
We returned to the cave supported by Pete Hann on the 3rd August, rigged the pitch and 
descended into the main chamber to find CO2 levels uncomfortably high. It had been very hot on 
the plateau and we assumed this to be the cause of the CO2. By moving around slowly and 
keeping our breathing rates down, not easy while struggling into a full diving suit and harness, it 
was just about bearable. Eventually we set off on our first dive going upstream, diving together up 
to the end of sump 3. Pete returned to the top of the pitch to await our return in the sun and fresh 
air. The sumps we found to be large and clear but heavily silted, on our arrival in chamber 4, I de-
kitted and helped Phill up through an awkward Laminoir or low bedding, an easy bit of caving, but 
made desperate for a diver floundering in the mud! At sump 4 Phill dived again to investigate the 
known end of the cave. Phill found the large sump pool quickly led to a collapse and the line 
followed the right hand wall at roof level to a low narrow squeeze. This squeeze was tight with 
several rock projections on the floor to snag the unwary. Passing the half a meter long squeeze 
with some difficulty, Phill soon regained large passage and followed the line to surface in a large 
air-bell beyond sump 4, the previous limit of exploration. From here Phill followed a gravel bank at 
5 meters depth on the left hand side of the terminal chamber, this led into the un-dived sump 5. A 
gravel floor was followed to the head of a descending rift which dropped to 12 meters where 
another squeeze was passed to a descending gravel slope that ended at a low, five meter wide 
bedding at 16 meters depth, this was followed for 20 meters to a point where it began to ascend. 
The dive was turned here due to running out of line. 80 meters of cave had been explored. Not a 
bad start. On Phill’s return we set off back to base, not quite so easy now in the near zero visibility 
following French diving line. To make matters worse I broke a fin strap and instead of doing a 
repair before diving back, decided to swim out with one fin, big mistake, trying to negotiate thin line 
belays with one hand in zero visibility did not make for a stress free dive home! 
  Below, Jo Wisely and Phill at the Sump 

Back in the main chamber Pete was once again 
waiting for us and on our arrival picked up my 
cylinders and carried them straight to the short 
downstream sump were I dived immediately to 
investigate a cobble choke that was blocking the way 
on. I found the visibility good and no silt. After an 
initial investigation that looked hopeful I did about 15 
minutes of digging at what looked like the weakest 
point of the choke. This resulted in my being able to 
get an arm up through the choke to feel a solid wall 
above going to surface. Air margins then prompted a 
return to dive base with high hopes for a double 
breakthrough! 

Two days passed before we returned to the Seoubio on the 6th August, this time with Doctor Jo, 
but no caving support. The pitch again was rigged and three sets of diving gear lowered into the 
cave. To make the hot work more bearable our always-caring Doctor treated us to a fantastic 
abseiling display! Which was later to cause us to name some cave after her. Once in the cave Phill 
set off on another push upstream this time solo, and Jo and I set about the down stream Sump 1 
choke. 
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We were both glad to get underwater to get some fresh air! The CO2 levels were still high. After 35 
minutes of digging at the choke, by both divers, I could get my head through and looking up could 
see air surface. We returned to base for a chat, Jo was getting cold so I took Jo’s part used 
cylinders and returned to the choke for a further 65 minutes of digging with one short rest at base. I 
had three attempts at getting through the choke; the first resulted in my having to remove my 
harness to get back again! On the third attempt I had removed significant material to pass the 
choke on my front with one cylinder, the other was left in the sump before the squeeze. I surfaced 
with my heart in my mouth in large walking sized passage, a cave divers dream! I then set off to 
explore approximately 100 meters of passage before meeting another sump. I returned to base 
very excited to meet Jo and Phill to find out what had happened upstream. Phill reached his 
previous point with a bit of effort but no real problems in mediocre visibility and attached a new line 
real. At this point the bedding ended and the passage became an ascending rift, 1.5 meters wide 
with a boulder floor. The rift ascended to a 5 meter long by 2 meter wide air-bell of clean white 
limestone with several formations. From here Phill continued underwater into sump 6 at a depth of 
3 meters, until his line ran out at a point where the rift opened up into a large chamber. The floor at 
this point dropped away below the limit of visibility. Phill had explored another sixty meters of cave 
before running out of dive line and turning for home. 
This was the last day of the summer trip, so a return was planned for Easter 2003. Phill planed to 
continue exploring upstream and I planed to continue downstream after enlarging the coble choke 
and surveying downstream Seoubio 2. 
Easter 2003: After a some what epic drive, some would say stupid, from Home to the Herault, 
overnight and in one go, Phill and I arrived at the same campsite we used in the summer, pitched 
our tents on the same pitch, said hello to Madam, who was some what surprised to see us again!  
then slept for twelve hours straight. On waking the following day, to find the bloody campsite dog 
had stolen our sausage, we went back to the Seoubio, it was the 19th April. 
On our arrival at the cave we were pleasantly surprised to find the sunburnt barren scrubland on 
the plateau transformed into lush green scrubland, what was not so good was the same scrub was 
now on fire! The fire line was in excess of one kilometre and at one point only about 150 meters 
away from the cave entrance. Fantastic! While Phill started filling cylinders and tried to ignore the 
plumes of smoke rolling across the next ridgeline I went to investigate our forest fire. It turned out 
to be local farmers employing slash and burn farming methods on the plateau, they appeared to 
have some sort of control of the situation so we left them to get on with it and went caving! The 
entrance pitch was duly rigged again and two sets of diving gear and a spare set of cylinders 
lowered down into the cave. 
Once we were both down the pitch and all the equipment sorted, we kitted up, this time with no 
CO2 problems, When we were ready we went our separate ways, Phill to continue exploring 
upstream while I went downstream. We were both aware of being a little out on a limb, but we had 
reasoned on the drive down that Malc Foyle and company would arrive in the area soon and would 
more surely miss us if we had not appeared in a day or two! 

Phill’s dive upstream was primarily to check the 
condition of the lines after the winter floods, 
luckily they were all found to be in good order but 
the mud in the Laminoir in the fourth chamber 
made forward progress without support 
desperately hard. The chamber found on Phill’s 
last dive was reached without event in good 
visibility and a new line real was tied on. The 
boulder floor of the chamber that was 10 meters 
high and 5 meters wide was followed down to a 
squeeze at 16 meters depth. At this point Phill 
headed back to base as he was approaching 
thirds, the gas turn around point for cave divers 
that wish to see daylight again!  Even so he had 
succeeded in laying another 30 meters of new 

Above, Phill at the entrance                                line. 
While Phill was struggling upstream I entered the downstream sump and quickly proceeded to the 
choke, now named cleavage squeeze. I was dismayed to find it more blocked than it had been 
when we first dug it open on 3-8-02. I very nearly swam back to base in disgust but a gentle poke 
resulted in a reasonable sized cobble falling out of the choke. I then gave the offending choke 
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another poke that resulted in my very nearly burying myself in a large cobble collapse that covered 
my right arm and buried the line real, before I had a chance to move out of the way. Once calm 
had been restored and it looked like I may be able to regain Seoubio 2, I did another 100 minutes 
of digging. I then passed the sump with one cylinder again, leaving the second in the sump. A large 
amount of work would have to be done to make this choke bigger, so it was decided to leave it just 
passable and drag the rest of the divers kit through in tackle bags. Before returning to base I had a 
look into Sump 2 downstream. The sump was large and clear and I was very happy! I laid 10 
meters of line with one cylinder and no fins before returning home. A small inlet sump was noted 
5m back from the second sump that takes most of the water from the upstream sumps, proving our 
way into the downstream cave is via an overflow sump. Once back in the entrance chamber I met 
up with Phill. We left all of our equipment in the cave and just hauled five cylinders out for filling. 
Back at camp that night it started raining and continued for 36 hours without letting up. We read 
several books and worried about the water levels in the cave. 
The sky had cleared by the time we reached the cave on the 21-4-03 and yet again I rigged the 
familiar pitch, at least we could not hear any flowing water. On arriving in the main chamber 
everything was as we left it, only the visibility in the sumps was reduced down to 3-4 meters, but 
there was no real water level change. We had planned for both of us to go downstream. Phill 
wanted to see some nice cave rather than crawling around in the mud upstream. Both divers 
passed the cobble squeeze, Phill with a cylinder and bag and me with two cylinders. Phill was 
pleasantly surprised at the size of the new passage. I soon entered sump 2 and swam to the line 
real I had deposited on the last dive and then continued for another 30 meters in large passage 
passing at least one air-bell. At this point I lost the way on in the now zero visibility so I had to 
return to base to let the water clear. While we were waiting for the visibility to clear we did a grade 
2 survey of the dry section between the sumps, this resulted in 70 meters of passage and the 
sump 2 chamber being 15 meters wide. I then re-entered the water and laid a further 25 meters of 
line in improved visibility, the sump continued. At a point just before I ran out of line, several bones 
were found on the gravel floor and sticking out of the silt banks. Some of these looked decidedly 
human, a small sample of skull was collected for analysis. On my return Phill took one of my 
cylinders and went to the end of the line to have a look at the bones. After Phill returned and while 
we were preparing to leave the new extensions, the small inlet sump was seen to turn from clear to 
mud coloured, a hasty trip back to the main chamber followed. Being trapped in Seoubio 2 with 
human remains was not something we wished to try! 

   Left Jo in Sump 1, downstream, at Easter. 
It was time to get some help in our little project, 
so we called in the cavalry in the form of Doctor 
Jo and our latest recruit to the dark side, 
Jonathan Williams. We were planning one more 
pushing trip, Phill supported by Jon, was to go 
upstream and Jo and I were going downstream. 
A large amount of gear was now committed to 
the cave in the form of four full sets of diving kit 
on the 23-4-03. Jon on his fourth cave dive did 
a sterling job supporting Phill up to the sump 4 
pool with no problems. Phill then continued on 
to his previous limit with a full real and over 
pumped 7l cylinders. When the squeeze was 
reached the original line was picked up and 

another low but wide bedding was entered at 18 meters depth. This was passed where a cross rift 
entered and the other real tied on. Phill then followed an ascending boulder pile to the left, where 
the dive was turned at 10 meters depth having laid 50 meters of new line. Phill then returned to Jon 
and both divers returned to the main chamber after an enjoyable dive, although Jon was 
apparently not too convinced about being left on his own on the far side of three sumps! 
Meanwhile Jo and I both dived through the downstream sump, passing the choke with a little more 
difficulty than before, more digging was required. The choke was beginning to fill in again! As 
before I carried two cylinders and Jo a cylinder and bag. This was also Jo’s first look at the 
passage she helped me to dig into last summer. We quickly arrived at sump 2 and I then dived to 
the end of the line 65 meters in at 9 meters depth. A new line was tied on. The sump levelled off at  
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10 meters then slowly began to rise. Many more bones were passed including more human 
remains and lots of large animal bones probably cow or sheep. After a total dive of 135 meters I 
broke surface in a large air-bell that would have a dry floor in summer low water levels. My line was 
tied off and the chamber inspected. It was a respectable 20 meters long by 6 meters wide, but the 
only way on unfortunately was into sump 3, this had the same large dimensions as the previous 
sump, but was not entered fully due to the my unavoidably having reduced the visibility to zero, 
while inspecting the chamber. I then returned to Jo who took one of my cylinders again and swam 
through to the new chamber and back, inspecting the bones on the way, Unfortunately the visibility 
by now was quite bad and Jo missed the best looking skull in the bone yard. After Jo’s dive we 
returned back through the choke with some difficulty, relax, breath out and push like hell was the 
order of retreat! Only it took a few attempts to get both divers back on the right side of the sump. 
We soon met up with Phill and Jon and started the mammoth kit hauling session to remove all our 
diving kit from the cave and de-rig.    Below, Phill at the bottom of the Seoubio shaft 

     
So ended another trip into the Seoubio. This is the type of caving Phill and I enjoy the most, Small 
teams, no fuss and true exploration. We both plan to return to the cave in the future to extend the 
system and try to find out more about our deceased friends, who really did not want to found that 
easily! The bone sample we removed from the cave after much deliberation is now with the Oxford 
University Radio Carbon Unit for dating and analysis. In a few months time we should have some 
answers to who our friends in the cave are or were. 
 

Library Acquisitions to 15/5/03 
B.E.C. Belfry Bulletin Index (1947 – 1987) 
B.C.R.A. Speleology (Bulletin) (Jan 2003) 
                Cave and Karst Science 29, 2 (Feb 2003) 
Cave Diving Group N/L 110 – 116 (1994-5) (Exch. With BEC) 
Chelsea Spelaeological Society N/L  45, 2 (Feb 2003), 3 (Mar 2003) 
Georgia Underground  38 No. 2 (Oct 2002) 
Grosvenor Caving Club  N/L  124 (Feb 2003) 
MNRC N/L  94 (Feb/Mar 2003) 
NSS News 61, 1 (Jan 2003) 
Regards (Belgium)  47 (Mar/Apr 2003) 
Shepton Mallet Caving Club.  Journal.  Series 11 No. 1 (Feb 2002)  
S.U.I / Irish C.R.O. ‘Underground’ No. 56 (Winter 2002) 

(Thailand Expedition Report) 
White Rose Pothole Club N/L  22, 1 (Mar 2003) (New: Scars Hole) 
DUPLICATES 
The Library has a large collection of duplicate journals and other periodicals from other organizations.  These 
may be purchased or exchanged.  View the list on the club computer (Library/Librarian/Duplicate Journals) 

or send SAE to the Librarian.  The list can be copied to 3.5” floppy disc if one is supplied.. 
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A very near miss in Swildons (From the Upper Pitts Log.) 
A member of the Eldon, staying at the Belfry was extremely fortunate that a party of divers was in 
the cave at the time.  
Swildons, 3/5/03                                                           Phil Short, Greg Brock and Andy Stewart 
Went to continue looking at Paschendale but met 3 distraught cavers exiting at the Mud Sump.       
(They had been a group of four attempting the Round Trip but had reached Blue Pencil, 
descended it, gone upstream in Swildons 4, thinking it was 2 and the first of them free dived Sump 
3 in a neofleece, no mask  and no hood thinking it was Sump 1. When he didn’t return a 2nd 
member followed, to realise it was too long and turned back. After waiting for some time they 
realised he wasn’t coming back and they retraced their steps to the Mud Sump. 
Andy Stewart then escorted the three cavers down to Sump 2 via 1, to see if the missing caver had 
managed to free dive 3 and 2 (not expecting he would have). Whilst Phil and Greg ran (with dive 
gear) from the Mud Sump to Blue Pencil and on to Swildons 4 and Sump 3, where Phil kitted up 
and dived through to Great Air Bell. (Andy had free dived through Sump 2) and they both found the 
missing caver very cold and not very happy in the air bell. 
Phil said “Hello, have you ever scuba dived?” to which he said “No” and a crash course in diving 
was administered and he dived out, followed by Phil and Andy free diving 2 to meet his team 
members, who escorted a very cold caver out. Phil then dived back to Swildons 4 and gave Greg 
his gear and free dived back to 2, followed by Greg and all exited the cave, saving Paschendale for 
another day!  
 

Forth time lucky?- Digging at Thrupe Swallet 
The first of a two part article by Richard Witcombe 

Two hundred and fifty yards north east of Thrupe Lane Swallet above Croscombe on Eastern 
Mendip lies the lesser known sink of Thrupe Swallet where a tiny spring-fed stream sinks at the foot 
of a small overgrown cliff. 
This rockface is the exposed, central section of the Thrupe Fault which runs for a mile or so on a 
roughly east/west alignment. Some ten yards to the west of the main swallet, a parallel and 
presumed tributary stream sinks in a hedgerow ditch, while in the field to the south lie two 
depressions close to the sink area, one backfilled with rubble in recent memory. 
Thrupe Swallet first attracted attention as far back as 1936 when the Mendip Exploration Society 
(Gerard Platten, Ted Mason and others) excavated a precarious way through boulders piled 
against the cliff face, reaching a depth of 35' in a small stal coated chamber. Work ceased after 
one of the diggers had a narrow escape. A large slab started sinking towards him as he was 
leaving the face, but he had the presence of mind to jam a pickaxe head that he was carrying 
upright between the rock and floor. He was trapped but his fellow diggers were able to lever the 
slab up and free him uninjured. 
 
The Wessex first probed the site in the late 1950s but made an even more determined assault 
between 1963 and 1965. A team of diggers led by Alan Surrall and Denis Warburton dammed the 
streamway, set up lifting and traversing winches and sank a shaft against the cliff face with jammed 
timber and steel shoring. They passed beyond the 1936 depth, excavating a route following small 
airspaces amongst the rocks but found the stream inevitably following them, making conditions 
both uncomfortable and dangerous. They gave up at a depth of 60'. They had found no solid rock 
passage and felt that they were merely meandering through a boulder pile of indeterminate depth 
stacked against the fault cliff line. 
After partial backfilling, the site remained dormant, receiving a certain amount of agricultural 
rubbish, until 1999 when Dave Speed paid a visit and noticed a small collapse against the cliff ten 
feet to the west of the old shaft. After a trial probe revealed spaces amongst the boulders, the 
Wessex/Atlas team, who had just closed down their Beetle Drop dig, moved across to lay siege to 
the swallet. 
 
Digging began in earnest on 5 December 1999, and over the next six months a large shaft was 
sunk through boulders against the rockface, securely shored with welded steel angle (the work of 
Jim Young, Dave Speed and Dave Morrison) supporting hefty dry stone walling. Dave Speed rebuilt 
Nigel Hellyar's winch which had briefly served at Resurrection Hole near Little Crapnell Swallet and 
this was installed in June 2000. On 21 June 2000 at a depth of just over 20' a hole was opened on 
the eastern side giving a view into a small chamber containing bits of rotten timber and steel. This 
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was entered on 2 July and not surprising led under the loosely blocked 1960s shaft. The 
continuation of the dig in the floor had largely silted up. 
                                                                                             
At this level a tiny impassable rift was encountered in the 
cliff face in the new shaft. It descended at a 45 degree 
angle for about seven feet to an apparent right turn, but 
was ignored in favour of further deepening the main shaft. 
As digging progressed, a semicircular shelf was exposed 
in front of the rift providing a curious funnel shaped entry 
to the passage. Some four feet below this shelf, holes 
appeared down to the left which clearly connected with the 
lower section of the 1960s dig. The prospect of rejoining 
the old route together with the arrival of a winter streamlet 
(possibly the hedgerow water) which now emerged from 
the shored northern wall, led to the decision to abandon 
the main pit for the wet season and instead investigate the 
tiny but dry cliff face rift. 
 
     Left, Looking up the Shaft.  Photo, Clive North. 
 
Stones rolled round the corner at the bottom of the rift 
seemed to drop a few feet and encouraged by this, Clive 
North started a banging programme to open the passage to his, quite large, proportions. On 4 
October, twenty one shotholes and five linked Cordtex charges later, Rob Taviner was able to 
squeeze round the corner and past some thick stal curtains to drop into a tiny chamber with just 
enough room to turn around. There was no visible way on and digging in the stalled rubble and 
mud floor over the next few weeks failed to reveal a hoped for westward trending passage. Instead 
a tiny impassable dogleg rift at the eastern end was uncovered emitting a draught and the sound of 
falling water. Enthusiasm for this discovery was tempered by the knowledge that this lead was 
again trending back towards the 1960s dig. 
Another lengthy banging campaign followed, this time totalling eight charges and 68 shotholes 
drilled into very hard rock. Twelve feet of progress was made in a southeasterly passage to a point 
where a narrow descending stal coated rift dropped steeply away to a cobble strewn floor about ten 
feet down. On 3 December after the fumes had cleared from a last charge, Rob Taviner squeezed 
down on a belayed handline to find himself in a small chamber against the cliff face with a mass of 
loose boulders on his left and the stream flowing amongst rocks under a stal draped wall on his 
right. He made his way down the boulder slope for fifteen feet to a choked cleft before a sliding 
boulder forced a rapid retreat. 

 
Left, straws below Advent Chamber, 
Photo, Clive North. 
 
On 6 December the writer and Dave Everett 
carried out a further reconnaissance in the 
new chamber, christened Advent Chamber 
after the time of year. The terminal cleft 
appeared only loosely choked with large 
rocks, while five feet to the left was a 
squeeze past a boulder into a dry parallel rift 
chamber some eight feet long by three feet 
wide with another possible way on in the 
floor. At the top end of the main chamber 
was a space over cobbles on the west side 
of the stream giving a restricted view into a 
void with falling water. A round wooden pole 
could be seen protruding from the roof 

indicating that this was almost certainly the terminal section of the 1960s dig which our solid rock 
passage had passed over. The stream itself trickled away amongst a ruckle of rocks on the right, 
making the terminal rift the obvious next point of attack. 
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After some necessary tidying up in Advent, including the repositioning of one large boulder and the 
shoring of another using a length of steel angle, and a brief foray in the passage below the side 
chamber which petered out after a few feet amongst ruckle to the east, the clearing of the cleft 
began on 17 December. A month of digging, precision banging and stone wall and steel pole 
shoring saw the creation of a fifteen feet "pot" against the near vertical cliff face at the foot of which 
was an opening to the westwards into more black space. On 17 January 2001 Dave Everett 
crawled into a small stal draped chamber three feet high by four feet wide descending at an angle 
of 45 degrees against the cliff face for ten feet to a cobble choke. A leak from the main stream 
cascaded down over the rocks, and undercuts on either side gave views into the usual voids 
amongst the boulders. A survey produced a length of 155' and a depth of 72'. 
Only a few sessions of boulder breaking and spoil stacking had taken place before, at the end of 
February 2001, foot and mouth disease hit Mendip. Digging ceased immediately and did not 
resume until the tenant farmer, Bob Cowlin, gave us the green light in September 2001. At the 
bottom of the new grotto the cliff face steepened again to 70 degrees or so, and shoring was 
achieved by walling in key large boulders and use of an occasional wooden prop. Spoil from the 
digging face was sent up to be dumped in the Advent side chamber. On 29 September, a tight 
opening was found on the western side leading after five feet to a tiny ten feet deep pot in a 
washed out shale band. The area was very loose and crumbly, and since no significant way on 
could be seen at the bottom, Shale Pot was quickly relegated to the status of handy spoil dump. 
 
After several charges to cut back the cliff face, the main point of attack yielded on 17 October when 
the writer squeezed five feet down a rubble slope to peer into a low chamber some twelve long on 
an east/west axis, eight feet across and one to three feet in height. The gently sloping roof was 
solid rock with a few stal decorations, while the rubble floor with scattered large cobbles funnelled 
down to a small pit straight ahead with a black space below. Stones thrown down fell at least ten 
feet. A more detailed examination of Maglite Grotto (named after the torch used to illuminate it) was 
made by Rob Taviner on 24 October. On the far side he found himself under a small stal fringed 
aven, and he was able to clamber four feet up into a phreatic tube trending up dip to the west. After 
a hands and knees crawl for ten feet, the passage turned in a more northerly direction and ended 
about fifteen feet further on with a squeeze into a tiny mud choked chamber. The hidden nature of 

the find provided the name - the 
Priest's Hole. 
  
Left,Tony Audsley  working his way 
into Maglite Grotto, Photo, Clive 
North. 
 
Much work was needed to enlarge 
and stabilise the entry to Maglite 
Grotto but in due course digging 
commenced in the pit in the floor. A 
key boulder - the Hammerhead - was 
left bridging the hole while small 
charges were used to cut into the 
solid back wall. A lot of loose, sliding 
fill had to be cleared and minor 
collapses caused by the winter stream 
resulted in several reconstructions of 
the retaining walls but by late 

December there was a clear view downwards into a steeply sloping bedding plane dropping away 
southwestwards towards a small grotto. On 2 January 2002 Rob Taviner slid down the slope and 
keeping left of the grotto entered a low bedding plane chamber, about fifteen feet long by five feet 
wide, with an undulating phreatic roof and a flowstone bank on the southern wall. Although the 
western end terminated in a mud choke draped with a few white stals, there was an irregular slot 
amongst some large boulders in the floor, impassably narrow but at least ten feet deep and emitting 
the sound of a stream. In recognition of the passing of the 100’ depth level and of the change of 
character of the cave, the new chamber was christened The Rubicon. 
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Much material was cleared from the slope into the Rubicon, and by clearing and rearranging key 
rocks, it was possible for Bob Cottle to drop five feet into the terminal "pot" on 20 January. He found 
himself surrounded by large boulders and stalled up stream debris with the main cave stream 
emerging from a ruckle several feet down to the right and promptly disappearing into the floor. After 
a collecting drum and heavy duty hose had been installed to divert the minor stream into the grotto 
at the back of the Rubicon pot, an attempt was made to bang a boulder at the bottom of the pot but 
this failed due to misfires and the charge had to be removed. 
 

    Right, Stal in Maglite Grotto.  
    Photo Clive North.                                                                    
 
Before more downward progress could be 
made it now became essential to stabilise 
the area beneath the Hammerhead boulder 
where stream erosion was seriously 
undermining the entry point. A series of slab 
steps were inserted into the mud slope and 
it was intended to continue the flight 
upwards to support a key boulder which in 
turn was holding the Hammerhead in place. 
This stairway was almost complete when 
misfortune struck. On 13 February the writer 
and Rob Taviner were working on the slope 
when a novice digger paid a visit to look at 
the end of the cave. He was warned about the precarious nature of the Hammerhead threshhold 
but as he left he accidentally placed his foot on the main support rock and his 14 stone leverage 
brought the two to three hundredweight block crashing down onto the slope, followed by the stack 
of deads on the left.  
Luckily for those below, the rock landed on a flat side and did not roll on down the steep slope. The 
novice pulled himself into Maglite Grotto unhurt, and after a decent pause, the writer and Tav 
gingerly clambered up to inspect the Hammerhead. There appeared to be nothing holding the left 
hand side up. The two climbed very carefully up into Maglite Grotto, following which the floor of 
rocks on the north side of the Hammerhead dropped out. It looked as though the Maglite entrance 
wall was also going to collapse but it held firm. The Hammerhead boulder was now in too 
dangerous a state to stay where it was. It would have to be carefully demolished and an entirely 
new route engineered down into the Rubicon. The diggers retreated thoughtfully from the scene. 

To be continued. 
 

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Log, by Brian Prewer 
 
31.12.02 Upper Pitts  
About 20 sat down to a sumptuous 3-course feast laid on by Jonathan. All well fed & surplus cash to the 
boiler fund. New Year seen in in traditional fashion – Auld Lang Syne in drizzle outside the Hunter’s. Various 
shenanigans back at Upper Pitts – music, pole dancing, massage? plus a huge cold buffet. 
Holiday remarkable for various personal disasters & illnesses. Let’s hope the New Year brings an 
improvement. 
30.12.02 to 20.1.03 Ural Mountains – Russia                                                                                 Phill Short 
Return trip to Russia but to a new area, this time the Siberian side of the Ural Mountain Range. The main 
objective was to dive the resurgence Sump 1 of a well-known cave (from a scientific point of view, due to 
Pre-historic paintings). The cave was called ShulghanTash. In summer to get to the cave involves a 3-day 
boat trip up the White River, but in winter it involves a 3-day journey of digging, towing, unloading & loading 
by 4x4 then 1 day by snowmobile with sledges. Over the two weeks 220m of line were laid to a terminal 
gravel choke at –81m. Various other sites were visited & some dived. Several day trips were had into the 
back of Shulghan Tash to see & photograph the paintings. Full report for the journal to follow. 
1.1.03 GB Cavern                                                                                                                 Izzy, Nina & Andy 
Started the New Year with a 4-hour trip to GB at a high point of flooding. Water from the field was flooding 
down the entrance hatch to the main cave where the waterfall had built up; a mighty stream. Managed to 
capture some good video shots of the flooding before we worked on some photography. Never seen GB so 
‘active’ – as much as Swildon’s in flood. We were all highly impressed, even though we did not dare 
challenge Ladder Dig in such conditions. Got some very good photos & flood videos out of it!  
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3.1.03 Lionel’s Hole                                                                                                        Pete & Alison Moody 
Good grot about & between us we have re-found all the old connection passages that we used to use: e.g. 
Traverse to Junction Chamber & the direct route from East Low Level. We were amused to find that 
someone has stuck some synthetic stalagmites on the roof of the entrance passage. Very convincing until 
you touch them. Also found a very large ball of string just inside the entrance!! (It was not ours – honest.) 
5.1.03 Rhino Rift                                                                   Mike Thomas, Andy Judd & Christine Grosart 
Mike rigged left-hand route & took some photos. Bottomed 3rd pitch, then out. CG practiced her knitting 
(sorry de-rigging). 
10.1.03 Ridge Mine, Neston                                                                                                        Weston Bros 
Final survey trip. Much crawling over ‘deads’ at roof height to find non-existent passage! Also spent several 
hours finding & photographing drawings etc. 
11.1.03 OFD 1 - The Pit                                                 Andy Chell, Martyn Farr, Steve Marsh & Jo Wisely 
Dive unit already at the Pit. Martyn dived sumps through lake at the bottom of the Pit, exploring area last 
dived by Steve Thomas in 1994. Put in lines to western then eastern side. Crystal clear! The chest deep lake 
just before the sumps was refreshing to say the least! Lovely snowy day, but the thought of getting back into 
frozen suits for overdue cavers was not appealing – luckily they arrived safe & sound! 
18.1.03 Swildon’s                                                                                     Ric & Pat Halliwell & Steph Gough 
Steph on his first trip for 15 or so years. Wandered via Short Dry Way round to the Mud Sump & did a bit of 
bailing, then down to Sump 1, pausing only to dig two boats of mud out of the Priddy Pool Stream Sink, well 
the request for help was very polite. Then back up the streamway all the way. 
19.1.03 Warren Farm                                                              Nik Nak, Jo W, Andy C, Ali M & Gonzo (BEC) 
Wessex tourist trip + Gonzo. Nik Nak taking photos, Gonzo sketching & Alison trying to drop boulders on her 
head.               Photo Below by Nik Nak (Simon Richards.) Gonzo (Mark Lumley is on the right) 
 

 
19.1.03 Agen Allwedd                                                                               Dave M, Mark A, Malc A & Andy J 
First trip into Aggy, well impressed with scenery, Chelsea made us very welcome. Great caving. 
19.1.03 Agen Allwedd                                                                    Martyn Farr, Andy Chell, Chris G & Alan 
Went for a jolly with Martyn to play in his dig – for hours. Removed rubble, placed new scaffold, excellent 
draught when a boulder dropped on Andy….. Lovely cave - would like to do more here. 
25.1.03 St Cuthbert’s                                                                                        Ali M, Andy J, Jo W & Mike T 
In via Wire Rift, tourist route to Sump 1 & out. Lots of exploring to rediscover routes for Ali, Mike taking 
opportunity to take photos of the pretties. Good giggle. 
25.1.03 Swildon’s 40ft                                                                                             Big Stu, M Thomas, Jo W 
                                                                                          & Co (think it was Andy – Sorry can’t remember) 
MT took me for my first SRT trip, laughing all the way. Armed with big new shiny kitbag arrived at top of 40’ & 
put kit on. Sorted out by MT. “You don’t need this or that piece.” Excellent – nice & comfy. Now I’m standing-
by watching Jo rig the pitch – first time by the way! Jo traversed across pitch & set a Y-belay at the head 
then promptly disappeared down the hole. Then MT said, “You’re next Stu.” So I clipped on & started to 
traverse across. Loads of advice coming from MT. Head started playing mind games. “Jo’s first rig! My first 
SRT underground! That tower doesn’t count as SRT.” Anyway spread-eagled across the top, descender 
hooked up & ready to go. Getting mind focussed. Suddenly a lightening storm approached from behind – 
there was MT like David Bailey with his camera saying, “Better get this on record for you.” So off I go – bit 
bouncy – got to get used to steadying myself on rope. ‘Touch down’. Bugger me – MT’s at the bottom. Flash! 
Flash! Flash! (Check Descent for photos!) Down in one piece OK. (Ring piece tight & holding!)  
Now up – away goes Jo making it look so easy. Me next – not so easy. Prussiking laid back is not fun – need 
to adjust harness. Get to top touching rock – not so good. Do you hold rock or hold ascenders & rope – 
made mind up – do both. May have looked a bit clumsy to Jo at the top. With Jo’s advice exited the pitch. 
Sat at top legs slightly funny. So MT says to me, “Go down & up again, then we will de-rig.” But I opted to go 
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down & climb back up the waterfall as they de-rig. Back at the top of the 40’ SRT kit removed & stowed in 
shiny new kitbag. On the way out we met Kent University party coming in. A quick word with them 
mentioning ‘shiny new kitbag’. Is there something I should know about this? Anyway had an excellent time, 
many thanks to MT, Jo & Co. (Think it was Andy – Sorry can’t remember.) 

Stewart Waldron looking (fairly) happy on the 40.           Photos, Mike Thomas 
 

       

 
26.1.03 Goon’s Hole                                                                                           A&P Moody & Tony Boycott 
Trip to ‘plug & feather’ the boulders in the entrance passage that are preventing us removing spoil to the 
surface. Cave draughting well, as usual. 
28.1.03 Swildon’s                                                              Kermet (Rich Warman), Alison M, & Ben Devine 
First trip for Ben. Cave quite wet. No sign of any of the missing ducks or Kermit's pink frog – perhaps they 
are at Sump 12 or even Swildon’s 13 by now! 
(‘Fraid not Ali, frog No. 12 has just turned up at my house – found in streamway some way down. No pink 
frog as yet. Log Ed) 
28.1.03 St Cuthbert’s                                                                     Ali Moody, John, Alan & Jim (Moles CC) 
Excellent Tuesday evening womble. Grand tour round. We were even out in enough time for a couple of 
beers & a warm-up by the Hunter’s fire. 
2.2.03 Wookey Hole                                                                                                 Andy C, Mike T & Andy J 
My first trip to Wookey – what a fab’ place. Fulfilled a childhood dream & dived from 3 to 15. Water 10ºC, 
crystal clear water, amazing vis. Lots & lots of comments from guided tour visitors. Felt very honoured to be 
in such a lovely place. Big thank you to Mike for arranging it & great to dive with him. Hopefully back next 
week to go to 22 & get out & do some caving. 
2.2.03 Swildon’s – Sump 1                                                                     Christine Grosart & Deborah Nazar 
Deborah’s first ever-caving trip. Down Long Dry Way – got to the 20’ to find there was barely room to swing a 
cat. Negotiated  pitch easily despite a lot of water. Looked at Sump 1 & dig & came out Wet Way. 
2.2.03 Spar Pot                                                                                                                               P&A Moody 
Finally managed to get back to Sewer Rat Dig ll. Some impressive flood debris in the connection from East 
Twin to Spar Pot. Final choke had continued to dig itself & after about 2 hours work wee managed to break 
through the stal floor & up into a solution pocket. A choked passage probably continues horizontally but 
decided that there are better places for our efforts. Collected up all the digging tools & bade this nasty little 
place a final goodbye. 
3.2.03 Swildon’s – Mud Sump                                                                                                         Emma & ? 
The aim was to do Blue Pencil but the Mud Sump was sumped. Did a bit of bailing but didn’t make much of 
an impression. 
15.2.03 Templeton Dig                                                                                                        NHASA/WCC/ACG 
Digger (mechanical) rescued See Journal 248, p 52 
15.2.03 Compton Martin Combe                                                                                                     Phil Hendy 
Revisited the shelter & found a partly open, barbed wire capped mineshaft at the top of the Combe. 
15.2.03 Eastwater                                                                                                           Ali M, Andy C & Jo W 
First trip down Eastwater so a tourist via Upper Traverse, Primrose Path, Baker’s Chimney Bypass, Dolphin 
Pitch & West End Series to Regent’s Street. Having done the ‘nice’ part of the trip on down Greek Street with 
the aim of taking all the ladders off the pitches this side of the Blackwall Tunnel. Andy bravely volunteered to 
descend the extremely rusty ladder down Lolly Pot to retrieve  the next ladder from the drop just before 
Blackwall. Lolly Pot very wet. The ladder on this looked terrible last summer & was a combination of one 
WCC ladder & one BEC ladder joined by maillons. These have rusted solid & couldn’t be moved even with 
an adjustable spanner – so this ladder had to be bundled into a large 50’ roll. Also removed 2 ladders which 
were at the bottom of Lolly Pot & all tethers from the top of the pitch. The wires on some ladders were so stiff 
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with rust that they would no longer flex! One of these has probably been in here for 10 years. Struggled back 
up Gladman’s with the 5 ladders & removed the 2 from here. Difficult progress out with 7 ladders & only one 
kitbag between the 3 of us. Gained another ladder & rope from Dolphin Pitch & made the hut with 5 minutes 
to spare before our ETO. When Jo was asked if she was going to carry diving kit down to Southbank for Phill 
Short, the reply was, “Nooo……..he can **** off!. 7½-hour trip. 
22.2.03 Swildon’s 12                                                                       Greg Brock, Phill Short & Andy Stewart 
See  Journal 284, p 54 
22.2.03 Ogof Draenen                                                       Nik Nak, Tall Graham, Alison M, Tav, Kev & Em, 
                                                                                                               Simon, Des, JK, Kate & Simon Exley 
The Circuit - 7½ hours – ouch! Route finding with the aid of Nik Nak’s A6 survey. I got stuck taking a wrong 
route at Sewer One. Ouch again – good trip. 
23.3.03 Swildon’s Round Trip                                                          Nik Nak, Tall Graham, Simon E & Kate 
To recover from the embarrassment of being asked to leave the Hunter’s for answering her mobile phone & 
for the rest of us a hangover cure. Fun. 
25.3.03 Ridge Mine, Neston                                                                Paul Weston, Nik Nak, Phil H & Prew 
Trip to Ridge Mine to check out the Weston Bros’ survey. An interesting mine – quite extensive, dry & with 
very little breakdown. It was used during World War 2 by the RAF for the storage of explosives & 
ammunition. New & old workings visited. Much graffiti from the 1930s & 40s, with carvings & sketches of 
Hitler etc. Many photos taken. Paul only got lost once! He didn’t bring his survey! 
26.3.03 Crook’s Hole                                                                                                  Carmen, Steve & Bob S 
Afternoon digging – very pleasant. Mr S digging at the bottom of the shaft while the other two tried dropping 
mud down his builder’s cleavage – not too pleasant. A hole appeared at one end but we are still lowering the 
floor. All good solid walls. Evening down at Mr Fielder’s for lid making. This is a proper lid 4ft square of 
galvanised burnished steel. It’ll dazzle aircraft on a sunny day. 
5.3.03 Templeton Dig 
Only 4 diggers at the sharp end, so only 2 tonnes of spoil taken out! Welcome back to Steph Gough. RSJs 
still too long – we will shorten the rock! (surely - lengthen!) After heavy rain the fill was gloop on top with solid 
plastic clay beneath. Breakthrough not imminent. 
9.3.03 Swildon’s 12                                                                         Phill Short, Greg Brock & Andy Stewart 
See Journal 284, p 54 
9.3.03 Shatter Cave                                           Phil H, Pete (‘Block-of-Wood’ – Ex SMCC) & Sheffield Uni 
To Pillar Chamber via Z-squeeze & out via Ring Road. Very pleasant – except for lots of trial bikes in quarry 
on way out. 
 8.3.03 Swildon’s                                                                                                           Geoff Ballard & ‘Mr X’ 
The Short Round Trip or There & Back Again – ‘A Caver’s Tale’ 
Apprehensive of Sump 1, I decided to encourage my fellow caver, ‘Mr X’, to pass the sump from the more 
inviting downstream side. Although I did a little pumping on the bilge at the Mud Sump the only bailing was 
the first Trouble but with the siphon going we didn’t have to wait long before snake through. We’d been in the 
cave for an hour by the time we reached the sump. “I’ll wait for you on the other side, I won’t be coming back 
through,” I said. Time passed as I repeatedly watched the line go taught & the sump pool illuminated by ‘Mr 
X’’s light, as he crouched in the streamway surveying what needed to be done. Eventually I decided to go 
back through as there was clearly a problem – between swearing one could hear ‘Mr X’ ….”I’m not going 
through that ‘Tunnel of Death’, I keep banging my head, I’m going back.” So together we repeated the ‘not so 
Short round Trip’ for what actually turned out to be quite an enjoyable few hours. 

               
                       Mr X, Photo, Geoff Ballard                                    Barry at the Sump, Photo A Vanderplank 
 
 15.3.03 Swildon’s Sump 1                                               Barry Gay, A & J Vanderplank, B & M Wilkinson 
A steady trip to celebrate BG’s 75th Birthday! Thanks for all your help & company A & J. 3½ hours. 
4.3.03 Swildon’s Short Round Trip                                                             Pete & Alison Moody, T Stearn, 
                                                                                                                            R Crane, A Moon & N Wright 
At least 15 years since Pete & I had done an SRT. Good fun. 
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8.3.03 Eastwater Dolphin & Twin Verts                                                            Ali M, Jo W, Nik Nak & Stew 
Trip to have a look at the dig at the bottom of the 13 Pots. Stew decided that he didn’t fit Eastwater so made 
an exit. Nik Nak attacked the ‘loose ‘ boulder at thee head of the Dolphin Chimney with a crowbar & nearly 
succeeded in closing one Mendip’s classic trips when the offending boulder jammed first about 5’ down & 
then 20’ down completely blocking the chimney. For a happy moment I thought that we might not be able to 
get to West End this summer. Unfortunately wishful thinking, & with a satisfying boom the boulder was 
extracted & is now at the bottom of the chimney. The top of the chimney still needs some caution as there 
may be other rocks which will now work loose.  
15.3.03 Gaping Gill                                                           Jo W, Alan Allsop, Nik Nak, Kate, Simon & John 
Nik Nak, Jo & Alan went to rig Dihedral whilst the others went to Flood Entrance with the intention to do the 
exchange. Unfortunately faced with a reasonable amount of water at –35m Nik Nak decided it would be 
……….so all down flood. Jo’s first trip into Main Chamber. (Comment from Jo – “Makes the hairs stand up on 
the back of your neck, like the first time you see the Taj Mahal!) 
16.3.03 Meregill                                                                                    Jo W, Allan Allsop, Nik Nak & Simon 
Sunday morning trip just to find the cave & drop the first pitch. Lovely sunny day & a pleasant walk. 
16.3.03 Goon’s Hole                                                                                                       Ali M & Tony Boycott 
Tony managed to completely break up the top boulder near the entrance which has been causing spoil 
removal problems. Cave draughting very strongly. We need to block up the entrance with chicken wire 
netting to stop the tourists throwing rocks down the entrance – if not, they are going to fill up the cave faster 
than we can dig it out! Cave is now much more visible due to the recent work in the Combe. 
18.3.03 Fairy/Hillier’s                                                                              Ali M, Tom Stearn, Norman Wright,  
                                                                                                               Andrew Moon, Dick Crane & Nik Nak 
Tourist trip in Hillier’s & Fairy. Duck in Fairy was very wet. Much whingeing 
19.3.03 Templeton Dig                                                                                                      NHASA/ACG/SMCC 
Only managed 10 skips of mud, but several large boulders smashed. Even with a power winch the 
winchman complains at the size of the buckets! Some good clay but a lot of clay with stones, which makes 
for difficult digging. 
21.3.03 Burrington Combe                                                  Dave Irwin, Brian & Brenda Prewer, Ali Moody 
Surface survey trip to tie in Flange with the rest of the cave entrances so that Dave can finish his master 
survey showing the relationship of East Twin, Lionel’s, Pierre’s, Sidcot & Goatchurch to each other. The 
original water tracing that we did Graham Mullen & Pete Smart has never been published but the basic 
findings are as follows: - 
 

1) Lionel’s – Source of stream unknown & the water is not seen again beyond the sump in Sump 
Chamber. 

2) East Twin – Stream from Blackdown sinks off to the right in a small passage partway down East 
Twin. This is next seen in the upstream sump in Pierre’s. Not seen again after the downstream 
sump. 

3) Goatchurch → Pierre’s – No water link established. 
4) Flange – The water that sinks here does not enter Pierre’s. This, therefore makes it a very 

interesting dig site if permission could ever be obtained. 
N.b. Some of these tests were carried out in fairly low water conditions & we would very much like to repeat 
them & also extend this work. 
22.3.03 Pierre’s Pot                                                                                           Andy Morse, Ross & StopGo 
Arse got as far as the top of the rift but no further so took it down Sidcot. Morse & Ross continued to 
somewhere pretty & took some photos. 
22.3.03 1) Lionel’s                                                                                                         Ali M, Nik Nak & Jo W 

2) Pierre’s! 
3) Ice-cream!! 

1) Unfortunately the 2nd Duck was low enough to get through so extended the round trip. Horifice 1 renamed 
“Testicle Squeeze” after N-N’s experience! Luckily Ali could reach up from below to free him (I wonder which 
part of him needed freeing!! Good thing there was a doctor present.). Still enough reserve to go to 2) & be 
further compressed in Pierre’s. Ali explored sump bypass, which has backfilled with lots of gravel. Excited by 
ongoing rift & thoughts of digging out to avoid next sump. Final squeeze proved interesting but luckily Ali was 
there to stand on! 3) Can recommend the apple strudel ice cream at the café!! Another muddy squeezy day! 
(Squawl = A squeezy crawl!) 
26.3.03 Tunnel & Spring Quarries                                                                                            Bob Scammell 
With only one working day before I leave the MoD for good after 31 years, I was invited to inspect the 
underground at a place near Corsham, Wilts. I had asked if I could bring along 2 others who have the same 
passes, but could not for several current reasons (sorry Mak). The inspection took 3 hours of continuous 
walking covering the old underground platforms & rail sidings & districts of Tunnel Quarry, the old aero 
engine factory  & canteen at Spring Quarry & also a lot of ‘Cold War’ places. It’s a place that never ceases to 
amaze. The German underground hospital on Jersey & Guernsey could easily be lost in a corner. There are 
tunnels & passages, which cross over & under others, & two full sized trams could be loaded or unloaded at 
the same time in complete bombproof safety. If only it could be opened to the public. 
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PS See the new ‘black book’ in the library for a few details, which the MoD keep on file – nothing too exciting 
I’m afraid – they’re very careful. The old murals are very prolific & cover a very large area. See also the video 
‘Deep, Dark & Dusty’. 
29.3.03 Swildon’s                                                                                                           Tricky, Karen & Rich  
K’s first time caving – “Ow!” I hurt in places I never knew I had…. Sump 1 was interesting, Birthday squeeze 
painful (don’t try coughing halfway through). All in all, bumped, bruised, cut, wet, cold, my hands are falling 
apart & I’ve broken a nail – BRILLIANT!!  
 29.3.03 Shatter Cave                                                          M & J Hewins, Prew, Phil H, Tommo, & Pauline 
Maurice celebrated his 65th birthday with the above (yes, that’s right – Pauline, Hut Warden). Photographed 
& videoed as far as end of Curtain Passage. Pauline measured up for new curtains, & wants an extension 
lead for vacuum cleaner. Brief look at Erratic Passage in Balch’s Cave but about 40 large ‘moths’ & some 
smaller ones seen, so did not stay long. Pleasant afternoon trundle. Cave very dry.  
                                                                                                                                         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
  

 

 
 

30.3.03 Goon’s Hole                                                             Ali M, Jo W, Simon Exley, and Gavin Newman 
Good clearing session with ice cream refreshments.(Simon had two’-hoping to get too fat to cave!) Tony 
Boycott turned up to drill the lower slab but unfortunately had left the battery on charge at home. Very feeble 
excuse. One golf ball retrieved from the spoil halfway down. I don’t think golf will catch on down Goons with 
the general public. (It’s been tried in Gaping Gill Main Chamber!) 
 

 

“It makes a nice 
change from all 
the washing up  
and cleaning at 
Upper Pitts”. 
said the Hut 
Warden  

Stop Press 
16.2.03 Thrupe Swallet 

Dig to date, Length 400ft, 
V.R. 175ft 
Main diggers, Rich Witcombe, Clive 
North, Dave Speed, Tony Audsley, 
Dave Morrison, Mark Lumley, Nik Nak, 
Tony Littler, (MNRC), Dave King, 
(MNRC), Tav and a cast of Thousands. 
 
After three and a half years of 
“interesting progress” the dig has 
gone into something a bit more like it! 
Following a 125ft deep dig down a 
very steep fault-line amongst 
boulders, an arduous 50ft horizontal 
excavation reached the head of a fine 
shaft- Persistence Pot. 
 
 The shaft is 6ft by 12ft in shape and 
45ft deep. At the base two streams 
sink in a low choked arch, which 
looks like an easy dig once we get 
cracking at it. 
 
The shaft is well decorated, with a fine 
grotto at the base of the shaft. There 
may be a further lead heading south 

30 ft down the shaft. 
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Chairman’s Column 
A potpourri of items: 

1st Aid 

As with any self-respecting club there is a 1st Aid Kit located in the Hut in a prominent place (Do 
you know where it is?).  But it has never been anyone’s particular job to make sure used or out of 
date items are replaced. So I would like to thank Pauline Grosart for taking on the new Committee 
appointed post of 1st Aid Kit Monitor.  She will also be developing a 1st Aid Kit suitable for 
expedition use.  Being 1st Aid Officer for an exhibition usually involves a period of re-inventing the 
wheel and then a sizable expense.  The Club kit will be available for a small rental hopefully 
making life for expeditions easier and cheaper.  The Slovenia and Berger Expeditions have 
donated what remains of their 1st Aid Kits to set the ball rolling. 

Ropes 
The ropes of a useful length that came back from the Berger have now been drop tested.  They all 
passed and will be labelled and put into the Club tackle store.  A big thank-you must go to Bob 
Mehew who towed the NCA Rope Testing Rig all they way from Southport.  He then spent the best 
part of the weekend actually testing the rope as well.  Also a big thank-you to Simon Richardson 
who spent two weekends cataloguing and preparing the rope for testing. 

Woodshed 
The more observant member might have spotted some roofing sheets stowed around the back of 
the Hut.  These are destined to become a woodshed, constructed on the site of the current 
woodpile.  We need a fair number of 3” by 3” by 6 foot (75x75x2000mm for those in metric) lengths 
of timber.  If anyone has a source of these or would like to get involved with this project please let 
me know. 

Bogs 
If you tried to get into the car park shed, considerably less observation was required to spot the 
second-hand gents toilets since you couldn’t move for panels, basins and bogs.  These were 
acquired be Les Williams when Yeo Valley Yoghurts were refurbishing one of theirs - consequently 
we will be refurbishing ours soon.  Thanks to Yeo Valley (you did tell them Les, didn’t you?) and 
Les. 

Questionnaire 
A number of commentators noted that the last age bracket on the questionnaire ran from 41 and 
not the more natural 40.  The fact that I’ve just turned 40 is entirely coincidental!  A considerable 
number of the questionnaires have been returned but more would be appreciated.  They make 
interesting reading.  I hope to be summarising the results in my next article. 
 

Club News 
Congratulations to Mark (Bean) and Taz Easterling on the birth of their new son, Jacob. He has 
already visited Upper Pitts. 
We welcome the following new Member, elected 1/6/03. 
Simon Deveau,    27 Cedar road Dartford Kent DA1 2SF.    07813729767 simon@divemachine.co 

 

Committee Notes,   1/6/ 2003 (brought forward because of the Berger Reunion). 

Hut Fees  Following the wishes of the AGM the committee reviewed the position of the hut costs. 
Although hut use has been reasonably buoyant there are increasing bills expected and it was 
agreed it was necessary to increase fees by 50p all-round. Apart from existing bookings, guest 
fees go up to £4-50 straight away. Members’ rates go up to £2-50 from July 1st. 
 
Missing Tackle. The Tackle Warden reported that the following club equipment is missing from 
the store. Most is probably in members car boots etc. Please let Laurie know if you have any of 
the following items or return them to the store  Tackle Bags, B4, B5, B7, B8, B10, B15,and B17.  
Spreaders, S101, S103, S107, S108, S109 and S110. Tethers, T101. Ladders, L1 (7m), 
L3,(8.5m), L6 (6.5m), L102L104, L72 and L101 (all 7.5m)  
Tackle for the Dente de Crolle trip        The use of club tackle for the August meet was approved. 
 
The new hot water boiler. Regulations newly in force mean that only a special LPG certificated 
engineer can install the boiler. Ian has found a suitable firm and at the time of writing they are 
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preparing an estimate. The firm should also be able to take on the annual inspections. We hope to 
complete the project shortly. The next working weekend should see the boiler house completed.  
 

The Hillgrove Hut  (or the Good Old Days) by Maurice Hewins. 
John Ham has recently given Phil some excellent photo’s of earlier club huts. Beechbarrow was 
featured in Journal 276, page 81. Hillgrove was hurriedly obtained after Beechbarrow was sold in 
late 1951 and the new owner gave the club notice. 

An appeal for money raised £145 and a 
further anonymous gift of £160 enabled 
the basic shell to be erected. Frank Frost 
covered the saga in detail in Journal No 
36, Oct 1952 and No 37, Dec 1952. By 
then the Eastwater Hut provided alterative 
accommodation. 
The hut arrived on a cold winter’s day and 
a loyal working party, which included our 
Vice President, Paul Dolphin, struggled in 
the wind to erect the shell. After Easter the 
work of fitting the bunks and lining and 

painting was in progress. Another of the workers was Don Thomson, our President. The photo on 
the left shows the shell under construction.        At first the hut had beds for nine and some cooking 

facilities but Frost reported  that “We 
gather the stove is giving trouble but this 
will be investigated in the near future. At 
the moment the club’s fire insurance does 
not allow the use of the coal heating stove, 
so this must not be used.” He also felt the 
desire to comment “ Unfortunately very 
little help was forthcoming from the 
members particularly the younger element 
living in the immediate vicinity of Hillgrove” 
For a time tackle was stored in the barn 
belonging to the farmer, Albert Sealy. (Mr 
Sealy was a good friend to the club and he 
is still an Honorary Member. His prompt 

action in 1958 saved the hut from burning down). However by 1953 a tackle shed had been put up 
and two years later a water tank was placed to collect rainwater from the roof. The Wessex now 
had in independent water supply (of sorts). 
                                                                              
A faithful Elsan bucket served as a toilet and 
its contents were periodically buried in the 
bluebell wood at the back, usually at the last 
possible opportunity. Rubbish was disposed of 
in a large pit, dug for the purpose, known as 
“Gash Swallet”. What washing was felt 
necessary was done in a bucket outside. 
Despite what was by Upper Pitts standards 
very basic conditions, Hillgrove proved to be a 
popular place to stay. Human nature does not 
change and as always a few people abused 
the privilege of club membership. Mr Sealy 
complained of foreign coins in his electricity meter and some carbide spares and cash were stolen 
from a sales cupboard. However Hillgrove was a satisfactory club headquarters during the golden 
age of the exploration of Swildons and other Mendip Caves. 
It soon proved to be too small and in 1958 an extension was added to provide an extra 6 bunks. 
The picture on the right shows the base for this being laid. This was the base for the Wessex when 
John and I with the Farnham Group joined the club. It served us well until the move to Upper Pitts. 
On a couple of occasions we stayed at the Eastwater Hut, which was perched on the lip of the 
Swallet. Oh happy days! 
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Library Acquisitions to 4/6/03 
Bristol Exploration Club.  Belfry Bulletin 52, 3 (515) (Winter 2002/3) 
Chelsea Spelaeological Society N/L 45, 4 (Apr 2003), 5 (May 2003) 
Craven Pothole Club.  Record No. 70 (Apr 2003) (Stump Cross Cavern) 
Descent 171 (Apr/May 2003) 
Grampian S.G. Bull. 4th Series Vol. 1 No. 4  (Mar 2003) 
M.N.R.C. N/L No. 95 (Apr/May 2003) 
NSS News 61, 3 (Mar 2003), 4 (Apr. 2003) 
 Jnl. of Cave & Karst Studies 65, 1 (Apr 2003) 
Speleological Extracts No. 39 (2001) 
Westminster Speleological Group N/L  2003/4  (Apr 2003) 
White Rose Pothole Club.  N/L 22, 2 (May 2003) 
Box Freestone Mines (Cotham Caving Group) 
The Secret Life of Caves (BBC2 Horizon Video, Lechuguilla etc.) 
Box Freestone Mines surveys  (thanks to John Ham) 
Photographs of old Club HQs etc.  (     “      “     “      “   ) 
Guides to Jenolan and Wombeyan Caves, Australia (thanks to Mark Helmore) 
 

                                               Obituary 
Fernand Petzel  has died at the age of 91. Petzel was one of the team who with Pierre Chevalier, 
Charles Petit-Didier and others explored the Trou du Glaz in the Dent de Crolles during World War 
Two. He was an innovator of caving methods and equipment and founded the Petzel company in 
the mid 1970’s.  

Interior views of Hillgrove.     Top Left, John Thomas, on the left with Farnham and Eldon members, 
1/10/61.                 Top Right, 12/4/68, looking towards the annex. The cupboard contains the library. 
Bottom Left, Pete Greenfield in the squeeze machine, 25/9/60.    Bottom Right, Keith Lewis, Maurice 
Hewins and Terry Hall, 1/10/61 
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Jo Wisely in L’esquirol, France. Photo Simon Richards 
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                                                   Forthcoming Events. 
               Committee Meetings;-                27 July, 7 Sept. and 18 Oct 2003.  
     M.R.O. Practice Sat 11th Oct at 10-00am Thrupe Lane, from top of Atlas to surface. 

                                                          Northern Meets 
Saturday 11th October, Stream Passage Pot                      Sunday, 12th October, Bar Pot. 
Sat 1st November, Lost Johns/Boxhead.                                 Sat 6th December, Notts Pot. 

Wessex AGM and Dinner Saturday 18th October. 
Hidden Earth, 31st October to 2nd November, Airvilleschool, Skipton. 

 
Check the Website-     Http://www.Wessex-Cave-Club.org for updates. 

To post to the list-    Wessex@ttp.org 
To Subscribe or Unsubscribe- Wessex-Request@ttp.org 

To talk to the administrator-   Wessex-Owner@ttp.org 

 

                 Sorry  
 

  Hut Fees are Going Up 
 

 Members rates will be £2-50 
 From July 1st 

 
Guests will be £4-50 as from 
now.             (Existing bookings 
honoured.) 

Mendip Cave Collectors Club 
 

Inaugural Meet, Sat 26 July, 1.30pm. 
Meet at Upper Pitts for various trips to 
lesser-known Mendip caves, some of which 
are not easy to access. All welcome, 
particularly new(ish) Members- come and 
meet the rest of the club. Bring you own 

food for a barbecue. (Indoors if wet.) 


